



Mostly fair today and Wednes-
day with warmer 
days. Tempera-
tures should
 reach a high in the 
mid  70's today and a low in the 
mid 50's tonight. Strong 
north, 
west winds will
 continue today 
with speeds from 20 to 30 
m.p.h.  






































 April 27, 1976 
No 
evidence







 in a 
statement  released
 Friday, said 
no 
evidence
 has been found 
to
 substantiate 
any of the 
Spartan  Daily's 
allegations  
of pornographic films 
being made in 
campus dormitories. 
Bunzel, in his 
statement,  said the 
investigation,
 which involved 
the 
University  Police, 
the  University 
Housing Office,
 representatives of the 
San Jose Police Department and the 
Santa Clara 
County  Sheriff's Office and 
interviews with about 400 
students,  
"has produced
 no corroborating 
evidence to 
substantiate  any of 
the
 
allegations  in the story," 
written  by 
Spartan Daily reporter
 Louise Ransil. 
Bunzel also said the 
University Police 
had interviewed campus personnel 
including those 









 the countless 
hours of 
investigation we have 
not found one 
person who has 
either  witnessed or 
participated
 in the making of 
any  of the 




"Nor have we 
found  
anyone who has seen a 
pornographic 
movie  supposedly made 
on campus. 
Sellers and 
distributors  of por-
nographic films in San Jose report
 that 
they know of no films 
supposedly made 
on this campus being offered for sale. 
"The 
University's investigation has 
failed 
to substantiate the truth of the 
allegations," he said. "Not one shred of 
solid evidence has been found." 
Spartan  Daily Editor Steve Wright 
commented, "The Spartan Daily stands 
behind the story and no evidence
 has 
been presented
 that disproves it. 
"The 
investigation  took place after 
the story broke," he said. "That makes 
it after the fact." 
Misconceptions clarified 
Wright said that nowhere in the story 
did it say the films are distributed in 
this area. 
"The supposed director said most of 
the films ended up in Los Angeles or 
back East," he said. 
"The story didn't say all 200 
were
 
filmed in the dormitories, which has 
become  a major misconception," 
Wright  said. 
John 
McLain, a  spokesman for 
Bunzel, said Monday, "We haven't 
proved or disproved
 it yet." 
McLain
 said the active 
investigation  
has ended. He 
said




 "if a rumor 
pops up." 
McLain said 
there is no 
reason  for 
any of 
the people interviewed 
to
 admit 
involvement in the 
filming. 
lie test considered 
Steven Schlosser,
 attorney for 
Ransil, said Monday he has thought of 
giving  Ransil a lie




 both the story 
and Ransil 




attorney,  "but I have 
rejected  it for the 
moment 
because we're damned 
if we do 
and damned if we 
don't. 
"If she 
passes,"  he said, 
"the  District 
Attorney might 
bring her before 
the 
grand
 jury. If she doesn't
 pass, it hurts 
her  credibility 
iii  the future." 
Fabris,
 in an April 15 
letter to the 
Spartan Daily,
 denied ever talking 
to 
Ransil 
in person or over 
the  phone. 
Because Fabris is on vacation 
until 
May 2, the Spartan Daily has been 
unable to find out whether or not he will 
take a lie detector
 test. 
(The administration's
 press release 












By Tom Tait  and Fred Clements 
Only five students not connected with 
A.S. elections attended
 the second of 
three 
scheduled
 dorm debates Thur-
sday 
night at Markham 
Hall. 
"We've got to get 
more  students here. 
This is a joke," A.S. 







Most of the candidates
 in attendance 
repeated
 previously stated 
positions, 
but attorney general
 candidate Robert 




blast  incumbent 






 been bewildered 
by
 the fact 
that
 the man is being 
paid for the work 





said  he doubted the 
amount of 
work
 Litchfield has said he 
has done 
for student rights. 
He said the $125 
Litchfield recieves 
per month 
was  a "wasted salary" and 
that
 Litchfield has not helped students
 
with cases before the 
academic fair-
ness committee. 
The academic fairness committee 
rules on student 
complaints  about 
grades. 






















 has no 
facts to 
back  them up," 
he said. 
I.itchfield 










he helps them write 
out  their cases and 
sends them to 
the ombudsman. 
Lit-
chfield says he has 
documentation  of at 
least ten 
students
 he has helped 
this 
year. 
He called the 
$125 per month 
salary  
justified 
because  he 
works







 a dollar an 
hour. I'll let 
students  judge 
whether  




 of the six 
presidential  can-
didates, running 









for  a 
New 










Slate ( YSAS) 
discussed  their plat-
forms.  
Art 
Bertolero,  the 
Independent  
Ticket, James 
Ferguson,  Student 
Independent Party 
(SIP) and Maria 




 ) did not attend. 
Ferguson showed up but left because, 
"the format and
 organization was very 






















said he didn't think it 
was  worth 
three 
hours  to persuade 
three
 people to 
vote for him, 
refering  to the low at-
tendance. 
Fuentes,  who also 
did
 not attend, said 
earlier, "It's good 
to have one in the 
dorms with two 
others someplace else, 
but  to have to sit through 
three debates 
for the 








by the candidates, 
Driver attached 
McGraw's proposal to restructure 
the 
method of electing 
A.S. Council 
members in the 
only part of the evening 
that
 resembled an actual debate. 
He said that the
 proposal of electing 
council 
members  at large would 
lock 
minorities




 are only dominant 
in two
 or three departments. 
McGraw agreed.
 She said, "I un-
derstand 
minorities  may suffer 
from
 
this," and added, "we 
haven't ironed 
out all points but it 





his platform and 
emphasized  his 
conviction 
that
 ROTC and 
police  be 
removed  from campus.
 
Shnental said,
 "We have to win 
the 
struggles  and we feel
 that Associated 
Students of 
















drive in the 
red 
In an effort to perk up some en-
thusiasm for the Arnold Air 
Society's blood drive, Andy Cilley 
donned his best Dracula garb to pass 
out pamphlets, solicit some 
volunteers and offer encouragement 
to 
the  donors. 
Despite his effort, only 150 pints 
were expected to be gathered 
yesterday, 
according
 to Bruce 
Young, the drive's
 chairperson. The 
Mixed 
reaction  expressed 
student group's goal for the two-day 
drive, which continues 
through  
today, is 500 pints. 
Cilley, an electrical engineering 
junior, is the advertising 
chief for 
the drive, which is headquartered in 
the Loma Prieta Room of the 
Student
 Union. 
All of the donations 
gathered are 







Week''  has been 
changed to 
"Spartan 


























 of time' 
Dr. James Willis, Economics 
Department chairman, has resigned 
his Academic Fairness 
Conunittee 
IAFCI seat,  but said his resignation 
had
 nothing to do with the controversy 





just don't have 
an adequate 
amount of time,"
 Willis said, adding
 he 
had
 missed several 
meetings  because 
of other obligations.






Mary  Bowman 






students on unfair grading 
practices by 
instructors.
 If it finds the complaint
 is 
justified, it can 
recommend  to the 
academic














AFC's "aura of 
im-
partiality"
 would be threatened 
by 
Willis "reputation."
 He sent Willis a 





Willis' appointment to the AFC was 
also opposed by the Economics 
Students Association. 
Willis has been a key figure in con-
troversies surrounding the Economics 
Department in recent years. He is 
named as a defendant in lawsuits 
charging
 that economics faculty 
members were denied tenure or not 
retained  for political reasons. 
Willis said
 department business plus 
work he is doing on two books doesn't 
leave him enough time to 
participate in 
AFC affairs. 
"I've never taken any job I knew 
I 
didn't have the time







By Larry Bobiles 
Low-cost
 
fruits  and vegatables would 
only be a 
short walk from 
campus  if a 
proposed  downtown 
farmer's  market 
comes about. 
The market  is proposed by a com-
mittee made of 
farmers, represen-
tatives from 






In addition to offering fresh 




would  also feature in-
struction




 Gar2, West, an 




While business and consumer in-
terests are represented on the com-
mittee, input from all segments of the 
community, including students are 
desired, committee member Lee Jones 
said. 
The committee wants a community 
market that fills needs "without 
neglecting or exploiting" concerns of 




 peps up 
SJSU
 
bed  racers 







race, peps up participants.
 
See  
story  page 8. 
Among the proposed sites for the 
market are the Paseo de San Antonio 
mall or the parking lot between 
the 
Paseo's 
water  fountain and SJSU, 
planners say. 
The market could 
also  become a focal 
point for 




say. They are also 
hopeful
 the market 









"I think our downtown needs a lot of 
help," said 
Jack Dustheimer of the San 




 market "would put 
something down 
there  that is unique, 
something  people couldn't 
get  at 
Eastridge, 
Valley Fair or other 
shopping  centers," 
he continued. 
Jones, of the 
Nor -Cal Public Interest 
Group
 which is 





making downtown a 
different
 kind of retail 
economy  you 
might bring 









 of consumer 
affairs has 
expressed  interest in 
the 
proposal
 and dispatched 
a represen-
tative  last 
week





"Our impression is that the state is 
very interested in what's going on," he 
said, pointing out the San Jose proposal
 
might become a model for other far-
mer's  markets in the state. 
State 













help  draw 
people
 into a 
dying 
downtown  area, 
and anything 
that













Vern Busby, manager of a downtown 
photography store, thinks
 the idea 
would be good, "if you could just find a 
place to park. That's the whole damn 
thing."  





 the idea because 
it 
would




 at lower prices 
than what they pay now. 
R. Safdie, owner
 of a downtown 
import 
shop,  supports the idea only if 
foods are soldnot clothes, gifts or 
other  items that his store carries. 
Good 
effect  




 would have a good 
affect on their business. 
"Anything that brings 
people 
downtown 
has  a positive reaction on all 
your businesses," said 
Russ Johnson, 
manager of 
a First Street shoe store. 










junior  Linda 
Maddock.
 Maddock













going  to a 
supermarket."  
"I'm from 
Mountain View but I'd 
drive down to buy fresh 
vegetables  
here," said 
Stephanie Bolzowski, a 
biological science junior. 
Reactions from 
spokespersons
 of two 
area
 supermarkets were mixed. 
Dave 
LaGrone, manager of 
Lucky's  
supermarket on 
Santa  Clara Street, 
said 
he wouldn't expect the 
market to 
affect his business
























 store, thinks the 




 competition." But, if the 
market takes their 
customers away, 
the store 
"will  have to fight 
back  
somehow," she said. 
Steve Sereda, 
corrdinator  of the 
proposed A.S. food co-op, said of the 
proposed market, "It 
sounds  good. I 
wish them all the luck in the world." 
Unlike the proposed
 A.S. food co-op. 
consumers would buy their produce 
directly from farmers and would not 
pay a membership fee. 
The food co-op would pool members' 
money to buy produce, then re-sell it at 
cost plus 
seven per cent. 
The three-week old farmer's market 
committee has 
drafted a statement of 
philosophy and preliminary articles of 
incorporation.
 The market would be 
operated by a private, non-profit 







































 by San Jose 
State  
University  President 
John
 H. Bunzel, 
April







 more than 200 porno-
graphic
 films on the San 
Jose  State 
University
 campus and, 









of the allegations 
in the story which 
appeared 







 has involved the 
University  Police, 
The  University 
Housing Office, and representatives
 of 
the San Jose 
Police  Department and 
the  
Santa






Office  has been 
consulted 
and  informed. 
Campus
 investigations by the entire 
Sell pot in pub... 
residence
 hall staff of 36 persons have 
included discussions with 
ap-
proximately 300 students. All possible 
leads have been checked and given 
to
 
the University Police. The University 
Police have interviewed 
personnel 
connected with film equipment, 
maintenance staffs,  faculty and ap-




In addition, city and county police 
agencies conducted their investigations 
off campus, interviewing film buyers, 
distributors and, since they were men-
tioned in the original story, prostitutes. 
Throughout the countless hours of in-
vestigation we have not found one 
person who has either witnessed or 
participated ill the making of any of the 
alleged 200 films. Nor 
have we found 
anyone who has seen a pornographic 
movie supposedly 




nographic films in San Jose report
 that 
they know of no 
films  supposedly made 
on this campus being offered for sale. 
Further, 
neither  the reporter's notes 
nor any of her sources have
 been 
available for any 
investigator to check. 
The 
reporter  has refused to reveal any
 
information. In light of 
the California 




resort to judicial process to compel dis-
closure by the 






failed to substantiate 
the truth of the 




The University will continue its in-
vestigation in the 
hope  that the alleged 
events can be shown not to 
have oc-
curred. 
AND slate is 
involved  
After seeing, hearing, and speaking 
no evil ... DNA proposes
 a 100-member 
marching kazoo




hitchike  to the games. 
DNA  
proposes an on -campus 
office for 
Chancellor Dunipke, who will  then be 
replaced by Joh' i Rico. DNA 
proposes a 
new 
office building for Dr. Btunsel, who 




































































power  plant 
to 








meetings  be 
held in 
rest
 rooms and 
the minutes 
be 








the  supreme 
legislative  
and fiscal 




 any and 
all students asking questions should be 
arrested by armed 
campus  police cm 
the spot.
 
DNA proposes that Howard Cosell 
replace Darryl Rogers 
as head football 
coach at SJSU. DNA proposes that 
TITle IV be replaced 
with Zen and the 
Art of Motorcycle Maintenance. 
DNA 
proposes the Willis Memo be 
used as the 
freshperson
 guide to 
campus
 life. DNA proposes ... 
the sale 
of marijuana 
to replace Coors in the 
pub, the campus 
campaign expense 
ceiling be raised to $10,000,
 all water 
fountains 
on
 campus to being dispen-
sing coca cola, 
placement  of bars on all 
dorm windows,
 free gasoline 
vouchers  
for commuters, 










ask  you... 
Are  you among the 1,000
 students who 
heard 
Toni Hayden ( 
Democratic 
candidate U.S.
 Senate' speak in 
the  
Student 
Union  last March? 
Are you 
among the hundreds
 of students who 
heard Jane Fonda 
publicly endorse 
AND? 
Are you among 
the students who have 
already  signed up 
for the student -
community food co-op? 
Are you among the students who have 
signed the local control petition 
regarding the arming of campus 
security police? 
Are you one of the 
students
 involved 
in the Vector Project 
)student
 in-
volvement in alcoholic recovery 
programs)?
 
Are you among the students who are 
involved in the Residence Hall 
Activities Council ( RHAC) and their co-
sponsorship with 
AND of the New 
Games festivities for International 
Workers Day ( May 1, Williams St. 
Park)? 
If you are one of these students, then 
you know that AND  includes
 you. What 
we are trying to say is that words are 
good, but action is better. 
AND proposes: That if elected, we 
will serve for last year's salary and 
will
 
not accept the proposed salary in-
crease. This action will save the
 
Associated Students nearly $1,000. 
Dennis Driver 
Candidate for A.S. President 
John (Jay) Abbott 
Candidate for A.S. Vice President 
Candi 
Machado 








The Student  
Independent Party 
SIP 
urges your most 
serious
 consideration 




The  SIP offers to 
more students 
than ever 








































 on all 
issues  that 
involve
 the interests








 ranks of 
concerned 








 ahead of 























































































t hen iselves. 
The placement of the articles on 
this page were 
determined  by 
a coin 
flip and 
































are fed up 
because they feel 
nothing
 is 
being done, or they 
feel nothing can be 
done. 
The  solution to past 
shortcomings 
is the SIP  which
 would eliminate the 
poor
 and ineffective 
leadership  that has 
resulted in 
alienation, lack of trust, 
lack 
of sensitivity 
to the needs of all students 
at this university, and the 
divisiveness  
of students  













 to unite students 
in 
quest  of one common 










 it means Student 
Involvement  and 
Participation,  based 
on 
the acquisition of researched facts
 
and  student input on 
the issues we all 
face as 




















So much has been 
promised in the 
past 
about  what will be done.




by words, but by positive
 action. How 
can the 
other  candidates 
claim to be 
representative 
of
 the student body as a 
whole 
when they lack the
 complete 
comprehension of 
student  sensitivities 
and the facts and research to resolve 
the variety of issues 
that reflect the 
diverse 
population and interests of 
27,000 Associated Students?
 





interest in a political sense, but 
assuring
 quality education in an 
academic sense. But we need your vote 
to 
accomplish the goals we as student 
leaders have set forth. For once  your 
vote is going to 
count, in that it will help 
you.
 
The SIP ticket is independent in the 
sense that we are 
independent  from all 
other past 







haven't  been 
representative  in a 
conscientious 
manner of 
all  27,000 
students 














 would like 
to imply; 
we






















of what student 
government should do must 
take into 
account one basic fact: the A.S. 
government is virtually 
powerless.  The 
A.S. government -- 
the only 
representation SJSU students
 have  is 
able to 
pass  resolutions, place 
people
 on  
committees, 
and  recommend to the 
administration  how 
student
 money is 
spent  
and  virtually nothing else. 
In fact, students, faculty 
and staff  
the people
 whose lives are affected by 
how SJSU is run  
have no say over 
what
 happens here. Despite student 
opinion, Coors 
Beer is sold in the 
"student"
 Pub. Economics 
faculty are 




its  feet on 
affirmative 
action  in hiring and 
promotion 
for women and minorities. 
Most incredibly, even 
the decisions 
on who can run in student elections 
( witness the case of Mark Owens,
 
TWPC
 vice presidential candidate) are 
made by the administration. 
This is why SJSU students need a 
leadership which 
doesn't  accept the 
"official" 








our  affairs; cutbacks;
 in-
adequate
 child care; a 
rising cost of 
living; racism on this
 campus and off. 
These and 




with just by sitting
 in a room and 
voting. We need an 
AS. government 
that uses 
its resources and 
authority to 
lead students in 
struggle,  to fight for 




Further, we need to 
start fighting for 
the right of 
students,  faculty and 
staff  
to exercise control of 
this  university. 
We who study, teach
 and work here 
should begin to lay the groundwork for 
taking this control 
out of the hands of 




Instead of a factory
 producing robots 
for the 
workforce, we need a university 
which serves as a 
center  for the 
struggle 



























































































YSA  ) 














































 for AS. 
Treasurer
 










slogan  out our campaign 
literature reads "Vote TWPC ... 
The 
Slate Bunzel Wants Least." Those
 are 
not just empty 
words for TWPC is 
resolved
 to stand for student 
rights  
above anything else. 
The  best illustra-
tion of what that 
means  came last 
Wednesday when we were given a 24 -
hour notice to 
get  another vice 
presidential 
candidate
 for our slate. 
Mark 
Owens,  we were told, 
was dis-
qualified for
 being on disciplinary 
probation. 




 ultimatum around and 
told  
the administration
 it had 24 hours to let 
us run 




 there was going to be no 
compromise on 
that
 issue. Our position 
was backed by two points
 in our favor: 
first we 
had  previously checked 
with 
administrators 
and were told Mark 
could run. Second Mark is 
appealing his 
probation 
which  in the first place, 
was a 
gross injustice ( he 
got it for asking 
Bunzel
 if he could ask a 
question  at the 
end of a speech).
 
The 
next  24 hours 
were  spent 
waiting  
for  Bunzel 
to
 make a 
decision.  The
 
order  to get 




from Bunzel in 
the 
first place, 
but  he was now in 





us in our 
challenge  and 














rate,  the verdict
 "from 
above"  was 
finally
 pronounced
 and it 
said 
Mark  could run.















 over Bunzel 
during the 








change his mind. 
TWPC 
promises 
you that, if 
elected, 
we will 
make  sure Bunzel
 changes his 
mind quite a 
few more times.
 Gone will 
be 




eternal  honeymoon 
with John 
Rico,
 and go about
 his hatchet
 jobs all 
over the schools 









year  and 
narrowly missed 
victory with 46 per
 
cent 
of the total vote. 
Maria,  Mark and 
the third







using their positions on the 
A.S.  
executive, if elected, 
to make SJSU a 
more 
liveable  and less alienating 
place  
in which to live and 
study.  They are also 
committed to take 
uncompromising  




They fully realize 
that  this cannot 
come  about without the full support of 
the student body. They 
ask for that 
support in the coming election as a first 
step towards bringing about some 
meaningful change in the quality of 
student life at SJSU. 
Maria
 Fuentes 
Candidate for A.S. l'resident 
Mark  Owens 
Candidate for A.S.











 jobs for 
support
 
Who's behind the McGraw Ticket? 
For one, Rich Thawley who is current 
AS. Vice President. You paid Rich 
$2,400 this year. What did you get for 
your money?
 Well, you paid Rich to put 
together the McGraw Ticket, be their 
"unofficial" campaign manager, and in 
his spare time, run council meetings 
like a 
circus. 
If you like the McGraw Ticket 
literature, you can
 thank Rich, he wrote 
most of it. 
As soon 
as I had a treasurer for my 
ticket, Rich was on the phone to her. He 
tried to convince her to quit my ticket, 
and, in so many words, asked her to run 
on the ticket he was forming. What else 
has Rich done? He 
and  Trish have 
offered paid positions on next year's 
staff to people to gain 
their  support. If 
this is 
the  kind of government you want, 
fine! You deserve it! 
We want to serve the 
students,  not 
play political 
games.
 We will do our 





It is our sincere hope that we can 
remove from student government 
much of the petty politics that have 
been evident in the present, as well as 
past A.S. elections. Historically, 
student representatives and candidates 
have been too involved in personality 
conflicts and ego 
gratification  to ad-
dress the needs and issues of students 
and student government. 
Our concept of redesigning the 
election process for A.S. council 
representation is a direct 
outgrowth
 of 
our desire to see student government 
end its fighting 
and get to work. 
If student councilmembers are 
elected 
by the school in which they are 
studying, it will 
make very clear to 
whom they will be responsible. 
Student  
candidates will be able
 to campaign in a 
specific 
area and deal with the needs
 
and desires of 
a well-defined con-
stituentcy. 
Representatives  will be 
able 
to campaign and reach




minor proportion of 
the  total student 
population.
 
This will allow candidates
 to know 
their constituency
 and the students to 
know their candidates. Presently,
 
students on council 
attempt to cam-
paign in the 
vague  area of lower
 and 




entire university, never having
 a 
ghost of a chance 
to reach those who 
they shall be representing. 
Election by 
school will provide more meaningful 
and more direct input




 is facing the 
problems  of Associated Students 
with 
real and constructive solutions.
 We 
want 
significant  and nieaningful 
change. Student government has got to 
be more than the sum of the egos and 
personalities in office. 
We have not lost 
sight  of our goals or 
forgotten what we have set out to 
do, 
despite all
 the mud and debris
 slung our 
way. We 
plan  to restore to the student 
political scene a sense 




Candidate for A.S. President 
Mark Turner 
Candidate for A.S. Vice President 
Steve Sturtevant 
Candidate for A.S. Treasurer 
jobs, not run campaigns.
 We have not 
and will not offer paid positions to 
people to buy votes. We will conduct 
interviews to fill staff positions with the 
most qualified people. 
People want me to speak to the 
issues. I believe the
 biggest issue is 
having a  student government that is 
efficient and serves all 
students;  which 
mu 
turn would 
be a representative 
student  government. Other candidates 
have managed to create 
issues,  I'll 
speak to these. 
I)
 "To change the election process to 
provide that all 
student council 
representatives be elected from schools 
within the
 university." 
This is by no means a new idea, it has 
been floating 
around for at least two 
years. There are reasons why it hasn't 
been 
pushed  before. Its intent is to 
make government more responsive, yet 
it may do just the 
opposite.  If council 
seats




schools  of Science, 
Business, Art, etc.) the larger
 schools 
may
 have too much power. These 
representatives 
would have strong 
vested 
interests  and not represent the 
student
 body as a 
whole. 
Besides, 
for this idea to become a 
reality 





 of the council, then a 
petition  circulated; 15 
per cent of the 
people that




 sign it. Finally, two-
thirds
 of the students voting
 would have 
to vote for it in a 
special  election. With 
the 
political  futures of some council 
persons on the line, the chances
 of this 
idea becoming
 reality are slim. Yet
 if 
enough people on 
student
 council and 
enough students wanted this form of 
government
 we would work on it. But 
let's be realistic. 
2) "Using A.S. funds to decrease the 
cost of PPF
 cards." PPF cards are 
purchased by dorm students to 
help 
finance dorm 
activities. These cards 
entitle dorm residents to discounts or 
free entries to dorm activities.)
 
When Steve Sturtevant
 came to 
council and asked us "to consider the 
idea for funding next 
year"  the motion 
failed: three for, nine against, 
'one
 
obstenticm. With several council 
members that live in the dorms 
voting  
against it, including Josie
 Cadieux, an 
R.A. in Allen Hall. Probably for the 
same reason  I did. I've lived in the 
dorms and I know what it's like. It's 
just not fair for 26,000 students to 
subsidize the social activities for 1,800 








 to buy the dorm 
vote.  
Wednesday, April 22, AS. Council 
niet for six hours to work 
on next year's 
$540,000 budget. I 
felt
 that it was my 
primary responsibility as an elected 
member of student council to stay and 
work on the budget. Ms. McGraw, 
on
 
the other hand, felt it was more im-
portant to campaign. 
If all the council members





 we would 
have  no budget 
for  
next 
year.  If Trish takes 
this respon-
sibility so lightly 
what would happen
 if 
she were ever 
elected
 president?? 
Every ticket is making campaign 
promises  promises I don't think they 
can or will keep. Carlos 
Alcaine
 and I 
have been elected to student council. 
We know what we can do. That's why 
we 
haven't  made any big promises. We 
will make student 
government more 
efficient
 by running student council 
meetings 
differently.
 My treasurer. 
Barb 
Pagac,  is the only 
candidate  that 
has an accounting 
background.  She will 
change 
the  special 
allocations
 
procedure to make it 
easier for students 
to go 
through
 this process. The
 
Independent Ticket wants
 to serve you 
Art Bertolero 





 for A.S. Vice Pres Weill 
Barb Pawn'
 





 Daily encourages 




stories or anything that might be 
,in your mind. Best -read letters 
are 
short  ( 250 words or 
less)
 and 
to the point. 
Letters may be submitted at 
the Daily office 
(J('
 208) between 
9 a.m. and 5 
p.m. Monday 
through Friday or by niail. 
The Daily reserves
 the right to 
edit


















April  27 
1976.
 










































persons  in 







designed  to 
increase this 
year's 












Jose in two days.
 She spoke 













her  husband, 
U.S. Senate candidate Tom 
Hayden, Fonda 
said  his 
opponent,  incumbent John 
Tunney, is indebted
 to "big 
business" 
interests. 
"Tunney's survival is due 
to people's apathy," she 




Fonda said Californians 
would be shocked if they 
found out what Tunney was 
"involved 
in."  
"People will be paying into 
the pockets of oil 
companies 






according to Fonda, is 
symptomatic
 of the '70s. 
"Apathy exists because 
issues aren't clear,  as in the 
'60s," she said.
 "This is a 






only skin deep 
and told 
students to 
"shed their skin 
of 
apathy."  
The U.S. is entering
 a new 
era 
where  it is no longer No. 
1, 






 said in this new
 era, 
more
 than ever 




blood drive, sponsored 
by the Air Force Arnold Air 
Society, the Red Cross and 
A.S., continues from 8 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. today
 in the S.U. 





Department presents Dr.  
Herbert
 Solomon of Stanford 
University at 2:30 p.m. today 
in Mil 225. Solomon speaks 
on "Statistics and 
Probability in Law." 
   
The Jewish 
















 4 to 7 
p.m. 






































































































 police and 
hospital
 personnel 
will  be 
considered by 
the  Assembly 
Ways  and Means Committee 
today. 
Senate
 Bill 575, introduced 
by Senator 
Alan  Robbins, D-







will  be sought by 




Assault  Legislation 









meteorology  and a 
member  
of 




a mailing to 
urge people 
to
 tell their 
legislators  to 




























 and the AssOciated 
Press Published 
daily by San Jose 
Stale University. except 
Saturday  
Sunday













the Associated Students 
the College 
Administration  dr the 





epled Only on a 
remainder
 of 































10 a.m. on Ninth Street. A 
Noah '76 Show to educate on 
the issues of Proposition 15 
will also be performed at 
noon
 today on Ninth 
Street  
and will be 
repeated  at 9 























country must share its 
benefits with all its citizens. 
"The problem is the big 
guys aren't giving
 up their 







end  the con-
centration  of power 
that has 







Fonda  said. 
Fonda said Hayden
 is 
confident of victory, 
regardless of polls 
which  
have placed him a severe 
underdog in the race. 
Tunney's support 
"A lot of Tunney's support 
is soft support and can be 
shifted either way," she 
said.  
Fonda said Americans 
were changing their  views on 
politics. She said "middle 
America"
 is shifting its 
opinions over to what she 
termed Hayden's view. 
Calling on students to 
get  
involved
 in Hayden's 
campaign, 
Fonda  said those 




In the upcoming A.S. 
election, Fonda said she 
believed the 
Alliance for a 
New Democracy, 
headed  by 
Dennis Driver, would offer a 
















 Day  Six Years 
Later" was commemorated 
picnic -style by environ-
mental studies
 majors 
Thursday. About 50 students 
ate bag lunches
 on the lawn 

















"The picnic is the 
perfect  
example of the unity we feel. 
It gives us a chance to 
celebrate our shared views 
of the 
environment,"  Aitken 
said. 
The picnic was 
the kick-off 
for  several SJSU Earth 






















the business buildings three 
times on 
Friday,  but those 
attending the nearby  
Inter-
national Food Bazaar on 
Ninth






Korean, Indian, Asian. 
Portuguese-Braziliali  and 
Iranian cultures sold foods
 of 
their 
countries  at the bazaar. 
All the 
groups  sold out of 
food in the money
-making  

















A woman reported that she 
was verbally threatened in 
the S.U. cafeteria yesterday. 
The psychology senior 
reported 
that
 she was 
harassed verbally by a male 
"in his fifties" upon entering 
the union to eat lunch.
 She 
asked that her name be 
withheld.
 
The mall was reported as 
saying, "You 
better watch 
out or I'll slit your throat and 
rape
 you." 
The incident was reported
 
to university police after the 
suspect 
left  the area, ac-





 for 25 minutes, turning 
nothing up; 
according to 




This is the first 
complaint 

































 exercise for 
your  feet, 
helps tone 













































10th  & 
Santa  Clara 
according to Barbara Dunn, 
coordinator of International 
Week.  
Those who 
patronized  the 
event were able to sample 
international recipes 
prepared and sold by 
SJSU 
students. 
Prizes were awarded 
to 
the booths which were the 
best 
decorated  and had the 
best food. 
The Russian Club was 
awarded the first place prize 
of $40. The French Club 
came in second and was 
awarded $24. Third place 
winner, the Korean Club, re-
ceived $16.
 
The Russian Club served 
Pirizhki, deep fried meat 
filled
 rolls, Pelmeni, a 
Russian ravioli, and Borsch. 
They also 
served a Russian 




Russian Club is 
working toward 
sending  a 
student on a study trip to 
Russia, according
 to Helen 
Merrick,  assistant professor 
of foreign languages. 
Le 













The Korean club prepared 
barbecued 
Bulkoki,  Mandi, 
fried won -ton, and 
Tulkim,  
steamed 
rice.  The money 
made at the sale
 will go into 
the club treasury, 
John  
Chooi, club 





















son's "Spaceship Earth" will 
be presented
 at 7 p.m. in the 
S.U. Loins
 Prieta Room. It is 
a slide show about
 society's 
responsibility
 to respect the 
Earth.
 
A play which 
demon-
strates the issues of the 
nuclear initiative, "Noah 
'76," 
will  be performed by 
the Rainbow Players on 
Ninth Street
 at 12 noon, and 
















about  60 
persons  
who  had 
some 
contact  



























contracting  the 
disease from
 him, said 
Dr. 
Troy 






















staffers  involved 
in  treating 
Wilson plus
 several at two
 





























"We need people who will 
stand up for the people." 
Career 
info 
Information on all 
types of 
jobs, related to a number of 
fields, is no available in the 
Career Information Center, 








LET US HELP YOU PLAN 















































Clara  St. 






































Sponsored  by 




















 you graduate, 
your bank becomes
 more important.
 You'll havc 
more  financial 
obligations,  more  
need  for flexibility, 
and more need 
for 
credit. You
 want a bank 
that
 can meet all 
these  new needs 





 come in. 
More offices.
 With over twice
 as many 
locations
 as any other 
California  bank, 
we're usually 
close by. If 
you're  moving, 
it's easy to 




 office is 
most convenient











































also offer a wide
 variety of 




and  can 
help
 you find 
the  one 
that's
 right for 
you.  
More help. 
Next  time you're 
in. ask for a 
copy







 Job in the 
World:'  It's 16 
pages  of hints 
on
 finding a 
job.
 You   
might 
also want to 
pick up our 
"Ways  to 
Save
 Money" and















So why not 
stop by soon 
and talk things
 over. We 




 In school. 






R.,iicvt America  
51
 















































iii Doppler,"  



































 was a tongue-
in-cheek  dance 
represen-















 in "Doppler," 
turning
 and twisting 
about as 
though 
controlled  by an 
invisible internal force, 
gave 
amusing 















and  twisted 
themselves into awkward 
shapes, their
 arms making 
wide 
stiff arcs 
while  they 
An eastern -influenced work is performed for 
"Dance 
Theatre '76." 
looked with comic 
helplessness 
at the audience. 
The skilled use of soft 
lighting and long colorful 
ribbons 
swirled by the 
dancers in "Ribbons" 
created all illusion
 of beauty 











provided  a 






If you can qualify to become a Peace 
Corps  Volunteer, here's 
what's
 in it for 
you-
- the 
sense  of satisfaction 
that
 comes from helping 
the  
people of a developing 
nation  help themselves. 
- intimate 
knowledge  of a new language 
and
 a new 
culture. 
-- more responsibility than you'll
 ever have in a first job 
in
 the U.S. 
- growth and maturation 
as
 a person. 
And San
 Jose State students will 
have
 a chance to get 
first
 
hand information on current Peace
 Corps opportunities April 
26 
through 29, 
when recruiters from San Francisco will 
be on 
campus. They'll 
be in front of the Student 
Union  daily, from 
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
If you have your degree 
-- or will have it by June in one 
of 
the 
skills  listed below, and 
can
 be available to go 
overseas  
soon, it might be worth 
your





 interested in meeting 
you, But please 
bear in mind that 
the positions are recruited 
on a national 
basis, and are usually 
filled  quickly. These 
positions
 begin in 
July. 
FRENCH SPEAKERS 
To  teach 
English  as a 
SC/feign  language in Zaire, Central 
African 
Republic,
 Upper Volta & 
Beam.
 Candidates must 
have  1 to 3 yrs of college French. 
FRENCH  SPEAKERS 
(Health) 
Assignments in Niger. 





































To work in Ghana,
 Lesotho, Botswana, Gambia, Nepdl, 
Swaziland. Secondary credential or 
bachelor's











 bachelor's in art, o, 
two 
years  exp. in all 




serve  in Brazil, Fiji Of G.enli..t. 
R.Ichnin'..
 in 






work in nine 
countries  in Africa





ILICh01,,,',  in .ivy
 








































administration,  with 




























 a bachelor's in 
industrial
 
arts or 2 
yrs exp,
 as a 
carpenter, 
auto 






























and  some 
engineering





Nepal.  Malaysia, 












Both  "Call of the Blue 
God," an allegory 
of two 
women calling to the blue 
.09 
'god Ksna, and "Mythos,"
 a 
story of Promethius
 and Isis, 
developed
















By Carrie Pey ton 
The Sail Jose Symphony 
Chamber Players ended 
their season with a flourish 
Sunday, presenting works by 
Brahnis, Haydn, and SJSU 





gave Brahnis' "Sextet No. 1 
in 




Perilous Chapel," was, in 
this 
reviewer's
 opinion, the 






suite,  composed 
in 
































submitted  over 





instructor  at San 
Francisco  State University 
and Howard 
Ikemoto,  artist 
and  directoi of 
Cabrillo  
College 
Gallery,  selected the 
49 



























purpose of the exhibit, 
according to 
a gallery 
release, is to 
be
 an incentive 
to
 student -artists and to 
promote 
SJSU  arts to the 
campus, community
 and 
professional art world. 
Part of the incentive was 

























Some of the award -
winning 
pieces
 are Shoji 
Wada's  serigraph,
 titled 
"Last Drop" and 
Barry  
Bates'








Mike Gustayson's "Going Home" 
Home," won a ceramics 
award. It consists 
of a large 
plant









Collins' "Tahoe Beer." In 
this painting, a young girl 
casually looks at 
an 
billboard advertisement for 
"Tahoe Beer." 
Bill Heiderich's "Shower 
ill No. 
17"  is one of the more 
unusual pieces. 
It is a 
ceramic shower with worms 































Recreation Center  
featuring  pool 





 a photography 
lab,
 cerami.., 
lab, and guitar classes. All this and more 





















this for an unbelievably low 
price  
Come check us 
out.  
From 
101  take Tully Rd., West. 








works,  stop by the 
Gallery, 
10:30 a.m. 
to 4 p.m., Monday 
through Friday 










 from a tensely 
dramatic opening to an 
almost pastoral conclusion, 








eastern influences, the harp 
moved front the more 
traditional parts to a duet 
with the drums that could 
have
 been written for 
gamelon. 
Flute preened 
Later, harp and flute 
preened against the cello's 





Masterfully played by 
Patti Walters, Donald
 




Perilous Chapel," was a 
thoroughly well done work. 
Harrison,
 011 hand for the 
concert, said the per-
formance was very good, 
and "compared very 
favorably" with
 other 
renderings of "Chapel." 
Well
 done 
Also well done was Brah-
II 
is'  sextet, played by Lauren 




Laurel Brobst and Patricia 
Stange replacing Rebecca 
Bazdarich. 
A showy, [torrid work, 
the  
piece gave all performers a 
real
 workout. To the 
audience's great delight, 
they took the chance to play 
it
 to the 
hilt.  
Not  as polished 
Not as polished,
 was the 
performance  of the Haydn 
sextet. Played by two groups 
of 
three,  one in front of the 





notes called "a sort of 18th 
century quad effect." 
The second, echoing, 
group of two violins and a 
cellor was out of tune early 
in the piece, and made some 
major errors. But they 
loosened up for the last few
 
movements, at least 
par-
tially rescuing an enjoyable, 
if lightweight, 
work.  
The concert concluded a 
series of three chamber 
concerts held in the San 
Jose 
Museum
 of Art. It was at-
tended 






Keith Daniel Clary's 
watercolor portraits are on 
display in Gallery
 II as part 
of his 
requirement  to receive 















 projects them on 









"All  he 




 cousin, won 
first  place at 













award  at the
 East 
Bay 












































































































































































April  28 Et 
Thursday,  
April 29 














































Their  business 
cards  
randly proclaim, "High 
/ire 
Radio  Choiravailable 
sr weddings,
 store 
penings, cock fights." They 
aven't played any cock 
ights yet, but if their 
areers take off as they are 
treatening to, that won't be 
ecessary.
 




spell and Ray Hanna, and 




The quartet has a radio 
how on station KSJO at 9:30 





 recently started 
,tre performances as 




don't  even sing. 
Actually,
 it is difficult to 
escribe what they
 do. Their 
ct is billed 
as "satirical 
adio
 theatre," but somehow 
tat 
title  doesn't say it all. 
hey are disgustingly funny, 




they do is too deadly 
rue to be funny. 
Their KSJO radio show has 
atirized everything from 
le slaughter 
of whales to 
The Streets of San Bose," 
nd one of their most famous 
atires
 has taken on the less 
tan 
lighthearted  subject of 
ubonic 
plague.  
The choir has been 




spell wrote a show for cable 
'V called "Nightmare 
'isions 
of
 a World Gone 
lad." The three hooked up 
,ith Lee Mason, who is no 
inger with the group, and it 
ais Mason who introduced 
hem to Don Wright, KSJO's 
rogrant 
director.  
The fourth member of the 
roup, Larry Hansen, is the 
hoir's engineer and 
tape
 
ditor and a morning disc 
DROP OFF -24 HR 















322 E. Santa Clara, SJ 
iii 
ACADEMY 











 who was sufficiently 
impressed to offer them free 
production facilities i 
late at 
night)





The group still isn't paid, 
but the 
members
 feel the 
opportunities
 KSJO has 
given them more than make 
up for a little
 hunger. 
"It would cost us between 
$300 and $500 per show in 
studio time
 alone," Hansen 
said, "and the station 
gives 
us that free. They give us 
tape 
free, they give us  about 
$30 to $40
 worth of com-
mercials every
 day, so the 
station right now
 is paying us 
about five or six 
hundred  a 
week." 
"That," said Ferrari, "is 
why we 
are the only radio 
theater group in the coun-
tryif we hadn't been given 
the studio time there would 
be no radio theater in this 
country." 
"We really feel 
we have 
statements  to make," 
Ferrari said. "You can call it 
anything
 you want -3-D 
radio, radio theater of the 
absurd, unnatural radio 
acts, scratch and 
sniff 
radioanything but comedy, 
because that doesn't give us 
the room." 




 be more truth 
than comedy. They taped the 
show about bubonic plague, 
for example, then
 read in the 
papers that six Californians 
had died from the disease. 
Group exaggerates 
"We  thought we were 
being totally exaggerated 
and bizarre,"
 Ferrari said. 
"Then it showed up the next 
day in the paper. You can 
never 
exaggeratethis  is 
the country. 
"They have Muhammed 
Ali pitted against the world's 
greatest karate expert. What 
the hell are they going
 to 
fight withsticks? They 
have no common basis. No 
matter how exaggerated we 
get, real life
 will always beat 
us to the draw," he said. 
The High Wires use very 
little "current issue" 
material, because if their 
shows go into syndication 
they would be outdated by 
the time they reached the 
THE /144N 
WHO 














Nancy  Price 
-After 14 years of 
being  
overweight, I'd tried 
just about every diet 
ever 
invented.
 But in 
just a few weeks with 
Dr. Alperin, I lost 40 
pounds at a surpris-
ingly low 
cost.  And the 
special
 maintenance 
program not only kept 
the 
pounds off, but the 
inches came off and 
stayed off, too!" 













































10750 Wolfe Road 





 the Bay Area 
Ralph 
Alperin,  M.D. 
mon cssayi 
Specializing
 in Weight Reduction 
Kevin Aspell and Doug Ferrari act 
"disgustingly  funny." 
air. 
The closest they have 
come to a current issue is the 
"Patty Hertz Show," 
starring Patty  and Tania 
Hertz in a parody of the old 
"Patty Duke Show." 
"It  had 
the same opening song," 
Ferrari said." 'Patty enjoys 
the senior prom.......  
Their  usual schedule finds 
the choir writing all 
night,  
Olts. 







by SJSU Lecturer 
Lou Harrison will be 
featured as part of the 
American Composer Series 
at 7:30 tonight at the Music 
Department 
Concert  Hall. 
Ranking as one of 
America's most well-known 
composers, Harrison has 
written over 130 works, three 





Lynnette Celso will give a 
piano solo with the com-
poser's 1938
 selection "Third 
Piano Sonata." 
A composition with a 
long  
title, "Koncherto
 per Violono 
kun Perkuta Orkestro," will 
be played by two music 
teachers and five students. 
SJSU 
music  seniors Shelly 
Tosaw, Galen I.emmon, 
Steve Blair, Bruce Bedayan 




 Professor Lauren 
Jakey 
and lecturer Anthony 




LaMonaco  and Linda 
Wood,
 will perform "Suite 










 the program. 
Harrison's 





 is greatly in-
fluenced  
by Asian cultures 
and is 
a collector of Oriental 
instruments. 
Admission for tonight's 
concert
 is free. 
The American Composer 
Series is sponsored by the 
SJSU music department and 











































people  who 
qualify 
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Rrgiot  ul Ofre,
 256.5 Walsh ,4 reit-




or on equal 








 noon and 
having "choir practice" in 
the afternoon. It takes about 
three 
four
 to five hour 
writing sessions to turn out 
one  half-hour show. 
One current project had 
the choir doing research on 
the origin of the word 
"bozo," a High Wire 
favorite. 
"It was in 'The Northwest 
Passage,' " Aspell said. "It 
comes from the Chippewa
 
Indian god of laughter who 
created the world." 
Manabozo, the god of 
laughter,
 appears in one of 
their shows. "He's the only 




Not content with being the 
only ones of their kind, the 
High Wires have
 multi-
media visions of the future. 
Their immediate goal, 
Aspell 
said, "is to blow 




 hope to 
set their radio
 shows to film. 
"I have 
a list of the 
worst  










'Psych Out' and 
'Cool and 
Crazy' 






films  as 
Woody
 Allen did 
in
 "What's 
Up  Tiger 
Lily,"  an old 
Japanese 






choir  wants 
to cut the
 
film scenes to fit their tapes. 
They are currently 
polishing up their live act, 
and appeared last month at 
the Boarding House in San 
Francisco. They like the 
feedback
 a live audience 
gives. 
"Ninety per cent of our 
material we did on faith
without getting any reac-
tion," Ferrari 
said. 
"We had an indication 
because we would take 
people down to the station 
and play the tapes," Hanna 
said. "It was just a matter 
of
 
how many people would like 
it and how much they would 
like 
it." 
People are definitely liking 
it. Record promoters who 
have heard their shows told 
the choir the material
 is all 
"album quality," and
 a 
representative of SRO, the 
company behind
 KSJO, is 
talking about syndicating the 
shows nationwide. 
"We never sere sure if it 
was faith," Hansen 







"Process -Results," an 




 and sculpture is on 
display at the San, Jose 
Museum of Art through May 
15. 
The artists included in the 
show share
 a common in-
terest in emphasizing the 
documentation of the  
processes 
of art. They 
believe this documentation is 
essential to the complete 
understanding of the finished
 
piece. 
This documentation is 
achieved with slides, 
photographs 
and written 
statements by the artists to 
illustrate the 
various  stages 
of the creation of each piece. 
The 
artists  included in the 
show are Melvino Garretti, 










just 'We'll keep these
 
brats  
out of our hair and let
 them 
work in the middle of the 
night we'll put it on Sunday 
night and no one will 
notice 
it.' But now it's starting to 





president of the corporation 
that owns the station knows 








said. "A lot of people are 
interested."  
"And a lot of people aren't 
interested,"
 Hanna said. 











































 1973 and 
All Buses 
Thru  1971 
Most
 Things, 



















 Engines, Heads, and Cranks 
Exchange  
Also Flycutting & Line Boring 
293-4619
 










 from S.J.S.U.) Open 








































































































broke  loose 
of 
whatever  was 











































SJSU's top four 
golfers 
averaged 72.25 shots in the 
54 -hole




 old mark set 
in 1970 by host Stanford. 
Another
 record 








for  a 
birdie
 on the 
par  three 
17th 
hole
















1971 by Tom 
Watson,
 


































 with a 













 round 67 
and  finished 













 a 79 on the
 last 18 to 










Stanford led by five 
strokes after Thursday's 
first round when their top 
four
 golfers combined for a 
three-under par total of 281. 
But 
Thames  and Beard-
sley 
both fired one -under 
par  
70's in the
 second round and 




 stroke deficit 
to 
take







 his team fold
 in the final 
round 
twice  this year, but 
the 
Spartans didn't
 buckle at 
Stanford.
 
The Spartans will leave 
tomorrow for Arizona and 
the Sun Devil -Thunderbird 
Golf 
Classic
 at McCormick 
Ranch Palm Golf 
Course in 
Scottsdale. 



















SJSU's No. 1 
player Joe 










By Mike Rexroad 
Completing their
 second 
shutout in a row, the SJSU 
tennis team drubbed UC-
Davis 9-0 on the winner's
 





 majority of 




 to team with John 
llursh  and win in the 
No.  2 







return,  expecting 
the
 
All-American to be 
ready  for 
the NCAA 
championships  at 
Corpus




doubt  about 




"We're figuring him to be 
at about 95 per cent health -
wise when the nationals 
begin." 
One certain way to 
insure 
Pfisters' complete return is 
to let him play on clay court 









JV baseball team had a busy weekend, 
beating
 San 
Francisco State University 7-6 
on Thursday, then losing 7-5 
and 21-1 to Santa 
Clara University Sunday afternoon at Buck 
Shaw Stadium. 
This afternoon the Spartans will host
 St. Mary's College at 
2 at South Campus on 10th Street. 
Thursday's game against SFSU featured four pitchers. 
Doug Reiton started for the first time in three weeks and was 
relieved by Dave Valenzuela in the eighth inning. 
Valenzuela gave up three runs, bringing the score to 6-4, 
and his spot on the mound to Ken Orpatelli. 
Orpatelli struck out two and gave up a run in the bottom of 
the eighth. 
In the top of the ninth with the score tied 6-6 and runners on 
first and second
 with one out, ace Doug Graef came in to end 
the inning by getting the 
next two batters to ground out. 
Big save 
Greet had to save the 
game  under trying circumstances. 
Catcher Dan Zanotto had a foot-long rip in the 
seat of his 
pants so Graef
 gave him the safety pin that was holding his 
pants on tighter. 
While Zanotto 
was running to first base he lost the 
pin. 
Therefore, Graef had to worry about his pants
 while saving 
the 
game.  
The Spartans scored the winning
 run when Mark Raushnot 
doubled and advanced on Bruce 
Ankeny's  single. 
Raushnot
 took a big lead 
off  of third, and the 
pitcher threw 
the ball over in 
an
 attempt to keep 
him close to the 
base.  The 
throw was low and 
got through the 
baseman





state that when a  hall 
goes 





Raushnot  scored the winning
 run on the error, and 
Graef  
gets credit for the 
win.  
In the first game
 of Sunday's 
doubleheader
 Graef gave up 
eight hits, and
 sew... runs. 
Santa
 Clara got on the 
scoreboard  first and stayed 
on top 
for the whole game. 
Broncos stomp 
The  Broncos scored four runs 
in the first inning and three
 
runs in the fifth, 
leaving
 three men stranded on 




 put three on the 
board  in the third 
inning
 when Al 
Sever walked,
 Raushnot singled and Bruce 
Ankeny  blasted 
one over the 
rightfield fence driving in 
three runs. 
The Spartans
 scored one more
 run in the fourth 
and 
seventh 
but  couldn't catch 
Santa Clara. 
The second game 
wasn't even close. 
SCU had 21 






 six runs on the 
board in the first
 inning, 
four in 




















































scheduled  for 
Friday
 night in 
Detroit. 
If









having  the 
best 
record


































































3rd thru 8th 
clay





whereas SJSU's hard ex-
terior could be a hinderance. 
With Pfister being selected 
as
 one of two United States 
amateur players to play in 
Japan in an amateur tour-
nament which highlights 
clay courts, he will get all the 
clay possible. 
Pfister leaves tomorrow 
and is expected to return 




"coming  along 





















the  net 














ships in order 
to ready them-
selves for the PCAA
 tourna-
ment at 
CSU Fullerton, May 
7-8. 




















Playing some of its
 best 
baseball of the season, the 
SJSU nine defeated
 the 
University of Pacific, 6-0, 
Friday at Municipal 
Stadium. 
Saturday at Stockton,
 in a 
twinbill 
against Pacific, the 
Spartans came 
away
 with a 
split,  winning the first 
game 




Charlie Wyatt, using a 
blazing fastball and good 
control, shut out the Tigers 




It was one of the few 
games where the 
defense 
and pitching clicked at the 
same time as the
 SJSU in-
field turned three double 
plays. 
Third baseman Gary 
Bayer feasted on the Tiger 
pitching, 
hitting  two triples 





Bayer  felt 
that Wyatt 
was  the game 
star. 
"It 







 good. It's 
easy to 










out  pladits to the 
whole team, "Our 
guys  
hustled real well and played
 
their best game







helluva game at shortstop. 









pitching  and 
defense
 in 
the first game 
with  right-
hander Steve 



































































on Raphael's performance, 
saying, 
"Randy  had a walk 
problem and was getting 
behind
 on the hitters. Then 
he would 
have  to put one 
down the middle. It's just 
one
 of those things." 




 a great 
pitcher  if 
he 





























































































































































805  963 1567 









,d(QN CkrwrfIT-1)@  
Bite the Bullet 
Gene Hackman 
in a cframa set in the
 early 
1900's
 about an 
endurance















 Love arid 
Death 



































































































Gray Buetzow, David Hokyo and Mike 
McGrathIL-R)





By Steve Soares 
The SJSU 
volleyball  team, 
ke a presidential candidate
 
ho falls a 
few  electoral 
tes short of nomination
 
ter a season long cam-
ign, lost 
to Stanford in the 
orthern California 
'collegiate championship - 
'riday
 evening in Maples 
'avillion. 
The 
Spartans,  who posted 
regular season record 
of 
9-2 and then won the semi-
nal match against Chico by 
score of 2-1 on Friday af-
ernoon, lost the cham-
ionship in two straight 
ames to the Cardinals by 15-
3 and 15-11 scores. 
A crowd of over 500 people 
aw the Cardinals take 
ommand from the 
outset
 of 
he first match as SJSU was 
rustrated the entire evening 
y the setting and
 spiking of 
.tanford  ace Tom Duraldi. 
Fittingly enough the final 
oint of the match was
 
egistered when Duraldi 
locked a shot into the 
partan backcourt. 
Spartans qualify 
The Spartans had sonic 
onsolation however as they 
ualified for the state finals 
1 San Luis Obispo early next 
sonth by making the finals. 
Included in  the 
state  
olleyball championships 
rill be national powerhouses 
;CIA and Long Beach State. 
In the first match 
at 
.tanford
 the Spartans 
,uickly fell behind 4-0 
before  




spike by Stanford 
ollowed by a Willie So 
spike 
nd a spike
 and block by 
;ray Buetzow brought the 
.partans back 
to tie the 
core at 
4-4. 
At his point the script for 
Ile entire match was written 
s after the furious 
Spartan
 
oineback  SJSU would seen) 
ll run out of gas just before 
Acing the lead. 
Shariar 
Malakiman  gave 
he Spartans their first of 
illy two leads the entire 
vening at 8-7, 
when he 
xploded a spike to the back-
ourt off a perfect 





core knotted at 9-9, Scott 
okNeil gave the Spartans 
heir last lead
 of the evening 
vhen he placed a spike to the 
ight side of 
the Cardinal 
ront line which was blocked 
ut of bounds. 
SJSU
 falls behind 
The Spartans once again 
ell behind 3-11 
but con-
ecutive  dink 
shots
 by Bob 
hGrazia
 and Malakiman 
.rought 
SJSU  even with 
the 
'ardinals for the 
final time 
he rest 
of the evening. 
Duraldi put an end  to any 
,partan visions of victory
 in 
he first match as he 
placed  
beautiful dink over the 
JSU blockers and 
made a 




"The reason we 
lost this 
hatch was because Stanford 
onsistently made the 
second and third 
efforts.  We 




Fans hoped for repeat 





formance  from earlier in 
the  
season when 
the  Spartans 
pinned  the only defeat 
on 
Stanford, 3-2, after SJSU
 lost 
the  opening 
game. 
But the 
Cardinals  must 
have kept 
this
 fact in the 
back  of their minds as they 
killed all realistic hope 
of a 
championship  for 
SJSU
 
when they jumped out to a 7-
1 lead in the second and final 
game. 
Despite some outstanding 
individual plays by McGrath 
and  Feranna the closest the 
Spartans could get to the 
Cardinals was 10-7. 
-The 
Cardinals just 
seemed more together and 
we just didn't respond to the 
situation," 
said Nishida. 
Beside the state cham-
pionship next month the 
SJSU 
volleyball team has 
been invited to compete in 










 last Friday at 
Spartan
 Gym. 
In "A" league, 
Eric Lowe 
dished off 
a pass to team-
mate George 
Golden  who 
converted a lay-up
 with one 
second left 
in
 the game and 
spark Black 
Exodus  to a 51-
50 victory
 over the Player's. 
Golden hit his last 
nine 
shots of the 
game
 and wound 
up 







SJSU's  football 
team,  scored 
18 for the 






 Tu Sabes, 
behind the 
18 point 
effort  of 
Reggie Pryor. The
 game was 
close until the very end. 
In "C" 
league Mixed 
Company demolished the 
Conquistadors 74-41. Jim 
West and Tom Sukup scored 
19 apiece for Mixed Com-
pany. Mark Lehman, the 
leading scorer in the league, 

























Winchester  Blvd. 
Campbell Ca.





X-C Ski Gear 
& 
Hiking Boots 
Any pair of 
wooden skis $39 
any pair of 
synthetic  skis 
except Rossignol $49 
all X-C and 
Vasque
 





or you won't 



































































championships  May 8 at UC 
Berkeley.  
April 27, 1976,
 Page 7 
Weeks, 




Mac Wilkins' world record 
discus 
throw  of 226-11 wasn't 
the only record set at the Mt. 
San Antonio College Relays 
last Saturday. 
SJSU  senior Mike Weeks 
set a new school record in the 
same event with
 a toss of 199-
6, 
eclipsing  John Powell's old 
record of 195-0 set in 1969. 
In addition,
 distance man 
Dan Gruber set an SJSU 
record in the 
5000  meters 
with a time of 14:03.4. He 
also ran a lifetime best 
13:34.6 in the three-mile run, 
surpassing his previous best 
by 24 
seconds.  
Although Gruber finished 
sixth in the 5,000 meter race, 
he was the first U.S. 
collegian to cross the finish 
line. 
Weeks,  a Material 
Sciences 
major  by  way of 
Mesa Community College, 
credited assistant coach Don 
Riggs for
 his effort. 
"Coach Riggs has been
 
helping  me all year with my 
technique 
and  it finally paid 
off," 




 I started knowing what I 
needed to do to do better. 
Now I'm getting the feel of 
it," he said.
 
Just before his 
record-
setting toss on his second 




 it would be his
 
best effort of the
 year. 
"Just
 before that second 
throw, I said to 
myself,  'I'm 
gonna break the 
school  
record and 
make it to the 
Olympic trials,' " 
he said. 
The mark needed to 




 so Weeks has 
made  
it. 
Riggs, commenting on his 
weightman's
 performance, 
said, "Mike is a 
competitor.  
He looked real good. I knew 
he'd break through some 
day." 
Weeks wasn't
 the only 
Spartan to qualify for the 
Olympic
 trials. 
Freshman Dedy Cooper, 
improving  steadily every 
week, turned in his fastest 
time of the season in the 110-
meter hurdles against some 
of the top hurdlers in the 
country. His time was 13.6. 
The top-notch field in-
cluded Pacific
-Eight Con-
ference champion James 
Owens of U('LA.
 Jerry 
Wilson, the No. 2 rated 
hurdler in the world last year 
and well-known Tommie Lee 
White.
 
Cooper started off the 
blocks slow but managed to 
catch Owens
 on the sixth 
hurdle  to win going away. 
SJSU sprint
 coach Larry 
Livers  explained that Cooper 
was just too consistent 
for 
the other sprinters. 
"Cooper didn't start great 
but 
he
 was _able to catch up 
because he 
was  so powerful 
the whole race," Livers said. 
Livers was more im-
pressed  with his 440-yard 
relay
 team. 












but turned in 




A mix-up in 
handoffs  cost 
them a chance of winning the 
race and in 
the process go 




 leading by three 
yards when Triplett missed 
the hand-off to Whitaker
 in 
his first try," 
Livers  said. 
California
 Bach Society 
Edwin Flath, Music Director 
presents
 
MASS IN B MINOR 
J.S. BACH 






Miriam Abramowitsch  Dale Emde 
Tuesday, May 
4 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets, SJSU ASU Box Office & 
BASS 


















Students  office or 371 
6811. 
Free 







1588 (9 a m to 5 p.m 
SPARTAN PUB ANNOUCCES new 
hours! Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs 
11AM 8PM. Fri. 11AM8PM
 without 











 Pub home 
of the 12 oz. draught, edibles, 
notables. 
potables,
 peanuts! Hours 
for the Great Savory Soup. Salad 
and Sandwich 
Society  are 11AM 
IPM 
Monday Friday 
GAY MEN. Gay Student Union meets 
every  Thurs. 8 p.m. at the Women's 
Center. 20 to 50 
gay  men use their 
common bond to learn, 
laugh, talk 
and grow together Be all you can. 
attend
 
Experienced Thesis Typist. Master's 
Reports 
Dissertations Marianne 




Pleasure  Workshop 
for
 
Women, Saturday,  March 17, 
126
 
p.m. $10. Sign up in the A.S. Business 
Office Sponsored by A S Leisure 
Services,  277 7973 




Class  begins March 79. 
Sign up in 
AS.




 A.S. Leisure Services 
277.7973. 
_ 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY! Stuff 
envelopes 550 per 100, immediate 
earnings 
send  stamped addressed 
envelope to LEA Si, 
PD.
 Box 6211. 
Morro Bay, CA 93442. 






 cab . counters.
 
cats., air <gnu sink. ref ., water 8. 
parking. 275 E. William. Intl. 499S 




 15 IT?" 
THE NEWEST NOSTALGIA RAGE! 















A Good Way to Meet Interesting 
Active 
Men and Women 








 DANCE STUDIO 243 
4834 
ap Acrobatics 
Jun Hawaiian taught 
Friday Flick! Compulsive gamblers 






to make their 




p.m. Friday at Morris Daily Aud. SO 
cents. 
Another














think you can spell? Enter for he 
tun& it &maybe 
win enough








your  rent for next 
semester.
 or...? 
Limited entries available First 
come,











































Shredded Foam Rubber 
SO cents 10.
--no  limit 
293.7954 
Scales.Scales.Scales all kinds 
Tribeams
 (triple beams). Harvard 
trip 
balance, portable type counter 
balance, water
 level gram scale 
many
 others Best Prices 
(Also 
other paraphernalia I 
BODEGA OF 
SPAIN.
 1040 N 
Ith, 
795 7438 
1970 VW bug, excellent condition, low 
mileage 51500 Call 
266139) 
/2 MOB GT excellent cOnd 53700. 997 
0557 wkends. 
evenings  
Craig AC DC Cassette Tape Recorder 
with 





Call fan 771 7900
 .722 
71.1" 
Raleigh  ,onmelition Reynolds 












545 or best offer
 319 1141 
Amazing but True. ,cumea Pigs raised 
by fox in the wilds of Los 







Desk with removable 
bookcase
 and 
chair S100. Studio bed set with 
corner
 table $115. Gene organ, 
either S625 or trade






Motobecane Mires* 10 speed. 21 in 
rnen's  bike. new, must sell, 5130. 
tall  
446 1931. 
4 Dunlop Tires. L60 060 II. Good cond 
520 apiece; after 5 p.m 998 4581 




 Live rabbit fryers 
538.4 each. Easy to take care of . 
Good eaten. 
UPRIGHT PIANO.S700 
21" COLOR TV 135 
Or 11GREEN
 RUG S.35 
PAUL 287 
2652r0
 379 4380 
_ 
Motorcycle -1974 Suzuki GT 185. 
Excellent mechanical condition. 
One 
owner. 
S400.00  293 1386 
Movie Camera, 17 mm, reflex, ex 
treinely
 sharp lens on 
turret.  film, 
















and  foot 
canvassers.  
Contact
 Brad Williams 
Irene Co 70.1 
E Gish Rd 
998  1554 
RECEPTIONIST,












 Apply  daily Ito
 
1 pm. 41 107
 E Santa Clara 





FOR  KIDS is in need of 
families  willing to provide homes for 




assistance and training 
in behavior 
modification  to our families 
Payment 
is S160 per









acceptable. Call 258 
9617.  
Parttime lob-S3.50  
hr 2020 hrs wk 
Marketing oriented 
Call Bruce 
Gossett at 4460112. 
COUPLE
 to manage small business 
OK if one works elsewhere Ex 


































time  work 4 hours daily (hours 
adjustable





















































Send  letter and 























 265 2662 
ARCADE -53 
SO
 hr M F. PT FT 
Make
 change, serve sodas Nice 
place, 







any skills to 






































RENT. Clean. private, 
S55 
mo IS up 468 5 6th St 
09123t2.
 
Kitch  env. 
ROOMS.Kitchen
 privileges males on 
ty. Clean and 
quiet,  prefer non 
smokers.  617 So 6th St. after 
1 pm 
Beautiful












5. 10th across 








  I brim 
rpm blk 
SJSU  5160. 
Clean 
quiet, parking,  439 S. 
4th  St. 
293 6099 






SaSS I lth 

















salesman Dave Selland. at 292.2984. 
It
 ,min. dash to class. 
Apply now for 
fall & summer session.
 AAA turn. 
&!s:  
built in oven range, 
disci°.  
priv bale across
 from Duncan 
Hall: 
230E
 San Salvador St.
 Ask for 














 one block from campus 
at 234 So. if 
lb




House  Rental. 3 
hr
 May June 
thru
 September for visiting 
Scientist  
(IBM) 8. family 
Phone  354 1849. 
(Los
 Gatos Area Preferred 1 
Furnished 




summer  rates 
Quiet
 







apt for rent, 




 parking, close to 
campuu
 Summer
 rates. Avail 
Call 
292 5956
 or 294 7332 
House for










Call 2461230 Ask for Dan 
CHRISTIAN 
STUDENT
 CENTER - 
Men's
















i need a quiet.
 secure 1 or 1 
bedroom
 
place with garage Will
 pay a tinders 
fee 
Leave  message at DMH 228 
Separate bldg.
 bus office 
400  sq ft 
inc 3 desks, 
filing cab., counters, 
cats.. air coed . Sink,  ref 
water 8. 
Parking.
 775 E 
William








share  huge 3 
WM. 
den,? be places, patio.
 sewing 
room, own room 
5105 mo for 
responsible non smoking fml
 Call 
Jeri or 










 3 br 






















apartment Pool,  
laundry  and rec 
room
 MS ino 
Phone 293 
6407










 Art only,  no 
live 
int  793 7464 
Woman 
0019-1
 bdrm older style 2nd 
floor 








 6 mo 
5165 mo It Lail 550 total deposits 
Furnished  
means  rugs, piano, 
standard variety of household 














287 2657 or 
379 4380 
FOR RENT: June 15 to Aug. 31. all 
furn. 3 brms,
 3 baths home. 5500 00 
month 













 at 732 
2184 Ask 
for  Magda 
personals
 
GO DOWN. A student operated,  
student oriented backpacking base 
'snow 
open.  Jackets. parkas, vests 
and most other outdoor 
Paraphenalia
 at prices geared fOr 
student pocket books Located 
around 
the 
corner  from Peanuts
 at 
75 S 7th St in the rear 998 1921. T 
Th 1 5 p m SY fi Sat





Tamberg,  137 
Escobar  Ave Phone 
356 
4248,  Los Gatos 
OUSPENSKY-GURDJIEFF 
Palo Alto Center 
Now accept ing students. Call 326 9255 
Ogle brother or sister
 entering college 
in a few years?
 
Help  your parents 
provide for their  education costs too 
(No  Fee). Waddell and 
Reed,  Inc 




planning  your 
retirement? California Teachers 
Association provides a 
good annuity,
 





inflation and the rising cost of 
living? (No 
Fee) Arlene Gilmore 












TJG, Box 2041, 5 J 95159 
(Donations appreciated,  
but not 
required.)  
Are you moving? 
I need 
a 




Will  pay a 
binders 
tee Leave message at DAM1 728 
- - - Ian, 
looking
 for a young woman to be 
friends with. 
Call



















fortune in one trip to Vegas 
land
 10 
pm Friday at 
Morris  






















have  qeestions? 
New free
 sec counseling
 services on 
rainpus 
tor all students, 
gay.  
straight, or bisexuals


























 15 cents 









 and Sauna Bath.
 Student 















Wedding Consultants will bring you 
personal service at the lowest 
prices. Fragrant bouquets and 
lovely arrangements will create a 





invitations.  custom veils,  
and 
other wedding items. Order one 
wall
 A special gift with your 
floral  
order Call Lou's Flowers for  in 
formation or appointment. 
378.1044 
eves 
- - - 
Expo,. typist for 515U students and 
business Nan 
267 3119_ Short 
Notice  
From loose sheet originals.
 Self Serve 
IBM comes w free 
sorting  between 
96 p.m 
available  at. KOPI 
SYSTEMS. 
322E Santa Clara
 St (1 
folk from 
campus)
 294 0600 or leave 
your work 


























 is a 
small one or a large 
one,  you 
should  know we have been 
















Call fcr free 




QUALITY  USED 
BOOKS 
8. RECORDS 
Recycle Bookstore. 98 
E San Fernando
 Corner of led and 
San Fernando 0286 627? 
COLLEGIATE
 TYPING-5EL EC 
TR IC II, 
TURABIAN  METHODS 
THESES,  TERM 
















 TEACHER CALL 
244 
6444 af ter 6 30 MAR Y 
BR YNER 
PORTRAITS:  In 















 or in 
fOr motion 
TERM





papers?  Don't 
panic!
 For help 





















Demo ride, 15 00 
Entire 
private  pilot course. 100000 












screen  printed 
tor




what have vou 
Reasonable
 rites For 
specifics call 
John 
Jensen.  279 1092 evenings 
JAZZ DANCING 
Good 






























 from Santa Cruz 
MWF
 







later  Call 






























































































JUNE  18 












SAN JOSE, CA 




Almost free by driving 
a 













 0 yr OKI would
 like 
tO 
travel  to 














































Kevin  McCarthy 
"I got sick and tired of how 
I was put down as a gay and I 
decided to get even,"
 said 




community.  Wald 








 asked Wald to 
speak 











 is working 
with San 
Francisco 
Police  Chief 
Charles 



















 of $2,000 worth
 
of 
"equipment,"  and slides 
of him and a "slave" in 
action, to the speech, 
leaving  




His "equipment" included 
harnesses, dildos,
 leashes, 
collars, handcuffs and 
thumbcuffs, 





whip he called "the 
corrector" and a paddle 







 Manley, SJSU jour-
 the Journalism 
Department 
iialisni  student, won 
second scholarship
 fund, 
place in the 
March  spot news 





editor of the Spartan
 Daily in 
sored nationally
 by the the spring 
of 1975. He won 
William Randolph Hearst 
first  place in feature story 
Foundation. 
competition in March from 
Manley will receive a $600 the California 
Inter -
scholarship, and SJSU a collegiate Press 
Association  
matching amount, for his for a story 
about a rapist. 
April  30, 1975, story on the First place in the Hearst 
occupation
 of Economic competition went
 to Ron 
Department Chairman 
Ruggless,  a University of 
.lames Willis' office by 
more
 Nebraska sophomore. He 
than
 40 students. and his (.chool
 each will 
The occupation lasted
 receive $1,200. 
more than two 
and one-half William Sniffen,
 
hours before the students 




for  himself and the 
The MOO received by the 
university by taking third 
university 
























































masochism as a power trip 
but "for every 15 
'masters,"  
there  are 15 reasons." 
Wald owns 
a ranch in 
Guerneville where he trains 
"slaves."
 
Asked how he recruits 
"slaves," he said,
 "People 
hear about it 
and  get in-
terested,"  noting that
 all 
"slaves" voluntarily enter 
into servitude. 
The process of entering 
into servitude begins
 with a 
prospective 
"slave" sub-
mitting a letter and resume. 
All 














 officers Joe 
Rojo and Jerry Warmsley 
recently













juvenile allegedly breaking 
into the entering a car
 last 
Wednesday.  
Rojo and Warmsley 
were 




allegedly  saw 
a man 
break into 
a car. They held 




















 Soviets claim 
Kirlian 
research  before it can 
be
 
photography  can detect 




possibilities  mentioned,  
any other medical test, 
Gary 
Kent Poock,  
Poock
 said. 
associate professor at the 
Naval 
Postgraduate  School 
in Monterey, said,
 "It is not a 
cure-all as the Soviets 
have
 




developed  in the
 Soviet 










and agriculture The 
Senate  intelligence 
there. It is 
supposed  to 
detect
 committee voted









whether  to make 
public 
how 





 spends on 
first  from the




human beings The committee voted 6-5 to 
have more 
variables." 
let  the Senate determine 
Kirlian 
photography  
can whether to release 
publicly 
be 
applied  to working with 










 used to show The 
vote  cafne shortly after 
metal impurities and small CIA Director George Bush 
But he added there is not 
enough information yet in 
the 
non-Soviet
 world to use it 
as a medical diagnostic 
tool. 
Poock was the featured 
speech



















before  Tuesday on 
how soon the Senate would 
act. 
The committee voted only 
hours
 before it planned to 
make 




foreign  and military 
operations.  At President 
Ford's request, the 
panel  has 
left the budget
 figure out of 
the report. 
Step up to Famolare's newest 
fashion wave. A new higher 
synchronized 
sole  with 































the ages 18 and
 35 
but said 






suffering,  pain 
and 






 totally obeys his 
master and never talks 
unless spoken to. 
Wald said it takes 
about  
iniee months
 to train a 
"slave." 
After a "slave"
 is trained, 
he 
wears the collar 
of his 
master








 to Wald. 
There is no blood or 
marring of a "slave" during
 
training, according to Wald. 
"I won't accept a victim in 
camp if he is 
marred,
 or send 
one out that





 is also outlawed, 
according to 
Wald, "because 
that would be marring." 
If a "slave" wants out, he 
must make a written
 request 
before Wald will okay it. 
Wald also allows his 
slaves a 
voice in any trades. 
"I'm one






Wald served three years
 as 
a "slave" but he now is a 
master and 
lives  with his 
main 
"slave,"  Bruce. 
Wald has four "slaves" 
that live down the 







other side," he said. All must 
report to him in the morning. 
Wald said the recent
 police 
raid of a homosexual
 slave 
auction in 




asinine  thing 
Edward Davis (Los 
Angeles  
Police Chief) has ever
 done. 








 has been 
scheduled by the 
Election  
Board  today from noon to 
1:30 p.m.




The six executive 
slates 
will be 
represented  at the 
debate with one spokesman 
from each slate will be 
allowed to speak. 










 each to the 
moderator
 prior to 
the 




 will be 
asked 
of






limited  to a 
maximum  two minutes to 
answer each 
question.  The 
moderator  will act as time-




will be allowed. 
Also, each slate 
spokesperson will be given 
three minutes at the
 










traditional "Greek Week" 
started  with a plethora of 
activities on tap through 
Thursday night. 
The new baby has been 
christened 
"Spartan  Week," 
and is 
jointly sponsored by 
the campus fraternities and 
dormitories.  
"We want to try
 and get 
the school together on this,"
 
said 
spokesman  Brian Kost. 
"Hopefully  it will evolve into 













least  it's a start."
 
Entry 




 in various 
games and 
activities,  with 
the 
money  being donated 
to 
the 1976 
U.S. Olympic team. 
According to Kost, San 
Jose 
cheerleader  "Krazy" 
George Henderson has 
agreed to serve as master of 
ceremonies for the event. 
Scheduled  activities in-
clude a massive Earth Ball 
contest tomorrow on the 
Archery Field, a "Super-































































Planning and Placemen ' 
located in Building Q nes* 
the Business Tower. Call 21 
















where to go. 
Your 




 doing their 




line, PSA is 
ready  
to 
take  off any time 
you are. Let PSA 





























Think of the HP -25 as 
an 
electronic  slide rule 
you can program com-






Here's how. Switch to PROM.  
Enter the keystrokes
 you need to solve 
your problem once 
and then flip the PROM 
switch to RUN. That's it.The only thing you 
have to do for each iteration from then on is 
enter 
your variables and press the R/S (Run/ 




 problems are no 
longer a repetitive 
problem.  
But that's only part of the HP-25 story. 
Here's more. You can 
add to, check or edit 
your programs at will. You can also write one -















 the 49 -step
 program 
memory  can 
actually  store 
up




 for a memory
 capacity!) 
What's
 more, you 
can  store 
numbers
 in eight 
data registers
 and perform 
72 preprogrammed
 
functions  and 
operations 




















much,  much 
more. 
In fact, 
if you wanted 
to know all 
the 
HP
-25  can do 
for
 you it would
 take a book.
 
But 
don't  worry, 
we've  already 
written  one 
125 pages
-worth  just 
chock  full of 
applica-
tions 

























 HP -25 


























































toll -free to 
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